You can’t trust UKIP

- UKIP would reduce employment rights, making it harder to stop dodgy firms exploiting immigration to undercut jobs and wages.
- And by cutting our ties with Europe, UKIP would make it harder to get France to deal with illegal immigration from Calais, and harder to deport foreign criminals back to other EU countries.
- Nigel Farage believes in privatising the NHS and charging people for health insurance. UKIP want to divide our communities. You don’t have to risk UKIP’s dangerous NHS policies to get change on immigration. Only Labour is proposing a fair system to make sure immigration into our country can be managed and controlled.

Controlled and fair immigration with Labour

“Labour will take a different approach from the past, controlling immigration effectively and controlling its impacts, so the system is fair.”

Controlled immigration with Labour

- Stronger border controls with 1,000 more border staff counting people in and out
- Stop employers and agencies using immigration to undercut local jobs
- Stop people claiming benefits until they have lived here for two years
- Make sure frontline public service workers speak English
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Controlled and fair immigration with Labour

Immigration is important for Britain but we also need stronger controls so the system is fair. We need top talent and investment, but we don’t want local workers to be undercut or the system to be abused. That’s why we need reform.

Labour will:
- Get a grip of our borders with 1,000 more border staff and new checks to count people in and out to make sure visas are enforced
- Stop dodgy employers exploiting cheap migrant labour to undercut local wages and jobs
- Stop agencies recruiting only from abroad
- Introduce smarter controls so we get investors, entrepreneurs and university students who bring billions into Britain, but restrict low skilled immigration
- Reform European rules so people cannot claim benefits until they have lived here for two years.

Britain has benefited for centuries from people coming here to set up new businesses, work in public services and fight in our armed forces. We believe we should be proud of our diverse communities, not try to divide people.

We won’t pull up the drawbridge to the world. But we do need sensible reform to our immigration system.

A fair system that works for working people

We need a system that is fair on working people in Britain. Right now the immigration system isn’t working and the rules aren’t fair.

That is why Labour will:
- Reform our benefits system – people shouldn’t be able to claim benefits until they have lived here for two years or claim child benefit or tax credit for children who live abroad
- Require any large employer who hires a skilled worker from outside the EU to train an apprentice here
- Boost apprenticeships for British school leavers and outlaw exploitative zero hours contracts
- Increase fines and enforcement to stop employers undercutting local wages and jobs and make exploitation a crime
- Make it easier to deport all foreign criminals
- Make sure public sector workers who come face to face with the public speak English
- Maintain Britain’s proud record of supporting some of the world’s most vulnerable people and legitimate refugees.

You can’t trust the Tories

The Tories are failing on immigration, with broken promises on rising immigration and weaker controls on illegal immigration.

They have broken their promises and lost the public’s trust.
- David Cameron promised to get net migration down to the tens of thousands. But it’s rising, and the Tories’ target is in tatters.
- Meanwhile, there are weaker checks on illegal migration, with fewer people being stopped at the border, bogus visas not followed up and fewer foreign criminals being deported.
- And the Tories are doing nothing to tackle the undercutting of local workers’ conditions and wages – one of the things that worries people most about immigration.